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,is work was aimed to study the risk factors and prognostic treatment for acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients with early
neurological deterioration (END) after intravenous thrombolytic therapy via compressed sensing algorithm-based magnetic
resonance imaging (CS-MRI). 231 patients who were diagnosed with AIS were selected, and the final involved number of patients
was 182. Patients with AIS were treated with intravenous thrombolysis with alteplase within 4.5 hours of onset. After treatment,
patients with early neurological deterioration were defined as the deteriorating group and those without early neurological
impairment were defined as the nondeteriorating group. In univariate analysis, hypertension, white blood cell count, and National
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score were correlated with the occurrence of END. Under the CS-MRI theory, the two
groups of patients were evaluated for middle cerebral artery basal ganglia infarction and internal watershed infarction. After
univariate analysis, the P< 0.1 variables were taken as the independent variable, and the binary logistic regression model was
adopted for multivariate regression analysis. It was disclosed that NIHSS score was not correlated with the occurrence of early
neurological function deterioration, while homocysteine was. Hypertension, white blood cell count, homocysteine, and NIHSS
score were risk factors for END.,e image analysis revealed that the incidence of deteriorating basal ganglia infarction group was
lower relative to the nondeteriorating group, and the incidence of watershed infarction was higher in the deteriorating group
versus the nondeteriorating group. ,e image analysis suggested that predicting the occurrence of END through risk factors can
actively provide endovascular treatment for patients with AIS.

1. Introduction

AIS, also known as cerebral infarction, refers to the stenosis or
occlusion of the blood supply arteries of the brain and is the
general term for brain tissue necrosis caused by insufficient
blood supply to the brain [1]. END after intravenous throm-
bolytic therapy for AIS refers to neurological function of pa-
tients with stroke, after intravenous thrombolytic therapy
improves in a short period of time and then fluctuates or
deteriorates in a stepped manner [2]. END indicates a long-
term poor prognosis in patients with AIS. So far, few literatures
have pointed out predictive indicators and methods for END.

At present, medical imaging technology is developing
rapidly, and MRI technology has been widely adopted in the
evaluation of various diseases [3]. In actual diagnosis, the
traditional basic particle swarm algorithm needs to collect a
large amount of data, which prolongs the time of data col-
lection, and the influence of noise and artifacts will interfere
with the image [4]. ,erefore, reducing the number of data
collection, reducing collection time, and forming streamlined
and fast MRI images have become the major problems that
modern medicine continues to solve. Some studies have
proposed that compressed sensing theory is currently one of
the hot topics in the field of information engineering [5], which
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breaks the traditional sampling theory. Compared with the
minimum sampling frequency, the CS theory can recover the
original signal from lower sampling data with high probability
while maintaining the normal retention of data information,
and the data collection time and data processing time are
reduced. ,erefore, the compressed sensing theory is widely
utilized in reconstructing MRI images, and some studies have
proposed the CS-MRI theory [6]. In the actual application of
MRI in medicine, the patient’s heart, pulse, and other organs
will move slightly during the scanning process, whichwill cause
phase disturbance in the MRI system during data acquisition,
resulting in phase error, and the constructedMRI image will be
interfered by motion artifacts. Moreover, noise is prone to be
generated during data acquisition, resulting in amplitude noise
in the measurement data. Phase error and amplitude noise will
make the constructedMRI image lack clarity and affect the final
clinical diagnosis [7]. Based on the CS-MRI algorithm, under
the conditions of total variation and adaptive tight frame, the
relative error generated by themeasurement data was corrected
and the amplitude noise was removed, to reconstruct the high-
quality MRI images.

In summary, CS-MRI assessment for END patients was
made to explore the risk factors of END and reduce the
incidence of END by controlling the risk factors. If END can
be predicted early based on the patient’s clinical data, cor-
responding treatment measures can be implemented to re-
duce the neurological damage caused by END to the patient,
thereby improving the prognosis of patients with END, which
was of great clinical value for the later exploration of END.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Selection of Research Objects. 231 patients were selected,
who were diagnosed with AIS andmet the diagnostic criteria
in hospital from September 15, 2017, to August 5, 2020.
According to the exclusion criteria, it was finally determined
that 182 cases were selected, 75 patients who received in-
travenous thrombolytic therapy with early functional de-
terioration were defined as the deterioration group, and 107
patients without early functional deterioration were defined
as the nondeteriorating group. ,e study was approved by
the Medical Ethics Committee of Hospital, and the patients
and their families understood the research situation and
signed an informed consent form.

Inclusion criteria were as follows: (I) patients met the
AIS diagnostic criteria, (II) the onset time was less than 4.5 h,
(III) the patient underwent CT examination without in-
tracranial hemorrhage, and (IV) patients received intrave-
nous thrombolysis within 4.5 h of onset.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: (I) patients with
neurological impairment caused by epilepsy symptoms, (II)
patients with heart, liver, kidney, and other related diseases
at the same time, (III) pregnant women, and (IV) patients
with intracranial tumors or arterial tumor.

2.2. Basic Data Collection. Clinical data: age, gender, blood
pressure, past history (hypertension, diabetes, coronary
heart disease, heart failure, smoking, drinking, myocardial

infarction, history of antiplatelet, or lipid-lowering drugs).
NIHSS score: before thrombolysis and 4.5 hours, 24 hours,
and 1 week after thrombolysis. Laboratory test results’ data:
white blood cell count, emergency blood glucose (mmol/L),
platelet count, International Normalized Ratio (INR), low-
density lipoprotein, high-density lipoprotein, fibrinogen,
and homocysteine (μmol/L).

2.3. Experimental Evaluation Methods. ,e diagnosis of AIS
referred to the diagnostic criteria in the “Chinese Guidelines
for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute AIS 2014.” Neu-
rological impairment was assessed using the NHISS. Patients
were given baseline NIHSS scores immediately after admis-
sion, and NIHSS scores were given immediately at 4.5 hours,
24 hours, and 1 week after thrombolysis. Within 24 hours,
after intravenous thrombolysis, was the optimal treatment
time for patients, which was of great significance to the
prognosis of patients. ,e NIHSS score is widely utilized in
the evaluation of patients with acute AIS. In the NIHSS
scoring, the reliability of each individual item score is better,
but the overall total score is quite different. To avoid the result
of NIHSS score variation, ΔNIHSS ≥2 points are taken as the
occurrence of general END. END is the fluctuating or
stepwise deterioration of patients after intravenous throm-
bolysis with alteplase, and the baseline NIHSS score is a
diagnostic criterion for evaluating the occurrence of END. To
improve the accuracy of diagnosis, different baseline NIHSS
scores and different END diagnostic criteria were adopted. If
the baseline NIHSS score was less than 6 points, it was
recorded as an increase of 2 points or more after intravenous
thrombolysis within 24 hours. If the baseline NIHSS score was
≥6 points, it was recorded as an increase of 4 points or more
after intravenous thrombolysis within 24 hours.

2.4. Phase Error Model of CS-MRI. When the phase error
model collects data, it is necessary to transform the MRI
images with a certain order into the frequency domain and
then sample in the frequency domain (S-space) data. Fourier
transform expressions of MRI image domain data and
frequency domain data are as follows:

F Sx, Sy  �   V(x, y)e
− i2π xSx+ySy( dxdy. (1)

In (1), the Sx direction is the frequency encoding di-
rection of the S-space, and the Sy direction is the readout
direction of the S-space. F (Sx, Sy) is the data of the S-space
coordinates (Sx, Sy), and V (x, y) is the density function of the
image domain.

,e frequency domain data expression of the MRI image
with the phase error is as follows:

F Sx, Sy  �   V x − g sy , y − h sy  e
− i2π xSx+ySy( dxdy.

(2)

In equation (2), g(Sy) and h(Sy) are moving distance of
image density functions V (x, y) in the x direction and the y
direction, respectively.
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It is assumed that x � x − g(Sy) and y � y − h(Sy),
which are substituted in equations (2) and (3) and are then
acquired:

F Sx, Sy  �   V(x, y)e
− i2π Sx x+g Sy( ( +Sy y+p Sy( (  dx dy.

(3)

,rough the contrast of equations (2) and (3), equation
(4) is obtained:

F⊗ Sx, Sy  � e
− iϕ Sx,Sy( 

F Sx, Sy . (4)

In equation (4), Φ(Sx, Sy) � 2πSxg(Sy) + Syg(Sy), and
it represents the phase error of S-space data in MRI images.

2.5. Evaluation of CS-MRI Scan. MR Prisma 3.0 magnetic
resonance instrument produced by Siemens (Germany) was
utilized to evaluate patients. During the scan, let the patient
lie supine, keep breathing smoothly, tilt the head slightly
back, and fully expose the neck. ,e linear array probe
scanned the common carotid artery from the proximal end
to the distal end, and the examination procedure was de-
scribed to the patient. Scanning parameters: the matrix was
251× 251, the layer thickness was 3.5mm, the field of view
was 25× 25 cm, the flip angle was 15°, and the layer spacing
was 6.1mm. AIS location in the blood supply area of the
middle cerebral artery: basal ganglia infarction, internal
watershed infarction, and regional infarction.

2.6. Statistical Methods. SPSS24.0 statistical software was
adopted to calculate and analyze the data. ,e measurement
data conforming to the normal distribution were repre-
sented by the mean± standard deviation (x ± s), and the
nonconforming ones were represented by the percentage
(%). In univariate analysis, the variable with P< 0.1 was
analyzed by the binary logistic regression analysis model,
and then, the multivariate regression analysis was con-
ducted. Finally, the relevant independent predictors were
determined, and the odds’ ratio (OR) and 95% confidence
interval (CI) were calculated. P< 0.05 indicated the differ-
ence was statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Statistics of Patient END Occurrence Time. From Sep-
tember 15, 2019, to August 5, 2020, among the 231 AIS
patients who were treated, they were excluded from bridging
treatment, and the number of selected patients was finally
determined to be 182. Intravenous thrombolysis was per-
formed 4.5 hours after admission. After intravenous
thrombolysis, there were 22 cases of END patients and 160
cases of nondeteriorating patients, and the incidence of END
was 12.1%.

According to the diagnostic criteria of END, they were
divided into the deteriorating group and the non-
deteriorating group. ,ere were 22 cases (12.1%) in the
deteriorating group, including 14 males (63.6%) and 8 fe-
males (36.4%), with an average age of 65.9± 10.7 years, and

160 cases in the nondeteriorating group, 125 males (78.1%)
and 35 females (21.9%), with an average age of 62.7± 9.5
years; P> 0.05, and the difference was not obvious. After the
thrombolytic therapy, there were differences in the time of
occurrence of END in patients (Figure 1). END occurred in 8
cases within 24 h and 9 cases from 24 h–48 h. It can be clearly
seen that it was concentrated within 24 h and 24–48 h, that is,
the occurrence time of patients’ ENDwas mainly within 48 h
after admission and 72 h after stroke (77.3%).

3.2. Contrast of Characteristics of Deteriorating Patients and
Nondeteriorating Patients. A total of 182 patients were
enrolled, 22 of which developed END and 160 did not. ,e
characteristics of the two groups of patients were compared
in Figure 2, and it was found that hypertension and white
blood cell count were correlated with the occurrence of
END, and the difference was notable, P< 0.05. Diabetes,
coronary heart disease, smoking, drinking, platelet count,
international standardized ratio, low-density lipoprotein,
high-density lipoprotein, and fibrinogen all showed P> 0.05,
suggesting no evident difference, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Comparison of NIHSS Scores between Deteriorating Pa-
tients and Nondeteriorating Patients. A total of 182 patients
were included. It was found that 51 cases had a baseline
NIHSS score of less than 6 points and 9 cases had END, with
an incidence rate of 22.7%. ,ere were 131 cases with a
baseline NIHSS score ≥6 and 13 cases with END, and the
incidence rate was 10.7%. After intravenous thrombolysis,
the NIHSS score of the deteriorating group was greatly
higher in contrast to the nondeteriorating group, and it was
higher than the baseline NIHSS score of the patients before
intravenous thrombolysis, with notable difference, P< 0.05
(Figure 4).

3.4. CS-MRI Assessing Cerebral Infarction Image. Under the
conditions of CS-MRI theory, the patients were analyzed
with MRI images. Basal ganglia infarction: infarction of the
central branch of the middle cerebral artery and infarction of
the blood supply area of the deep perforating artery, as
shown in Figure 5. Internal watershed cerebral infarction:
infarction at the junction of the cortical branch and deep
perforating branch of the middle cerebral artery, as shown in
Figure 6.

3.5. Comparison of Imaging Characteristics between the Two
Groups. A comparison of the number of imaging features
between deteriorating patients and nondeteriorating pa-
tients revealed that the proportion of basal segment in-
farction in the deteriorating patient group was much inferior
to the nondeteriorating group (4.50% vs. 26.26%), and the
difference was considerable (P< 0.05). ,e proportion of
internal watershed cerebral infarction in deteriorating pa-
tients was higher relative to nondeteriorating patients
(40.90% vs. 6.25%), and the difference was also considerable
(P< 0.05). In patients withmultisite infarctions, it was found
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that the ratio of data between the two groups was not
substantial (P> 0.05), as shown in Figure 7.

3.6. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis. In univariate
analysis, the binary logistic regression analysis model was
adopted to analyze variables with P< 0.1, and then,
multiple regression analysis was performed, including
NIHSS score and homocysteine. ,e results in Table 1
showed that, for every increase of NIHSS score:
OR � 0.786, 95% CI � 0.927∼1.102, P � 0.61; for every
increase of 1 μmol/l of homocysteine: OR � 1.130, 95%
CI � 1.021∼1.062, P � 0.035. ,e NIHSS score was not
correlated with the occurrence of END (P> 0.05), and
homocysteine was P< 0.05.
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Figure 4: NIHSS scores of the two groups of patients at different
times. Note. ∗P< 0.05, the difference was substantial relative to
nondeteriorating patients.

Figure 5: Basal ganglia infarction.
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Figure 1: END occurrence time of patients.
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Figure 2: Contrast of patient characteristics between the two
groups. Note. ∗P< 0.05, the difference was substantial relative to
nondeteriorating patients.
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groups of patients. Note. ∗P< 0.05, the difference was substantial
relative to nondeteriorating patients.
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4. Discussion

At present, the aging of population in China is becoming
more and more serious, and the diseases related to cere-
brovascular are also increasing year by year [8]. According to
past data, 160 people died from cerebrovascular diseases in
an average of 100,000 people every year, and this number is

rising year by year. Cerebrovascular disease is about to
become the first fatality rate in China [9].,is type of disease
has a high disability rate and fatality rate and poses a huge
threat to the lives and health of our people. AIS is one of the
most common types of cerebrovascular diseases, accounting
for more than half of cerebrovascular diseases [10].

In medicine, intravenous thrombolysis for AIS is the first
recommended treatment program internationally, that is,
intravenous thrombolysis with recombinant tissue-type
plasminogen activator within 4.5 hours of the patient’s onset
[11]. ,e occurrence of END after thrombolytic therapy is
closely related to the prognosis. Simonsen et al. have pointed
out that we should work on the risk factors of END and
reduce the risk of END to the lowest level by controlling the
risk factors. Moreover, according to the clinical data of
different patients, the occurrence of END can be predicted,
and corresponding treatment measures can be taken in time.
,rough endovascular treatment, the damage of END to the
patient’s nerve function is minimized, so as to improve the
prognosis [12]. At the onset of AIS patients, intravenous
thrombolytic therapy with alteplase was performed within
4.5 hours. After the thrombolytic therapy, the neurological
damage was fluctuating worse than before thrombolysis. A
total of 182 patients were included in this study. It was found
that 51 cases had a baseline NIHSS score of less than 6, and 9
cases had END, with an incidence rate of 22.7%. ,ere were
131 cases with a baseline NIHSS score ≥6 and 13 cases with
END, and the incidence rate was 10.7%. After intravenous
thrombolysis, according to the results, the NIHSS score of
the deteriorating group was substantially higher versus the
nondeteriorating group, and it was higher than the baseline
NIHSS score of the patients before intravenous thrombol-
ysis, P< 0.05. Obviously, the results of this study were lower
than those reported in the literature. It may be that, in the
exclusion criteria, the exclusion of patients from bridging
therapy reduced the incidence of END in the experiment
[13].

Previous studies have found that clinical baseline
characteristics: age, gender, diabetes, coronary heart disease,
cardiac insufficiency, smoking, drinking, myocardial in-
farction, history of antiplatelet or lipid-lowering drugs,
platelet count, international standardized ratio, low-density
lipoprotein, high-density lipoprotein, and fibrinogen were
risk factors for cerebrovascular diseases. It may be related to
the occurrence of END after intravenous thrombolytic
therapy in AIS patients. In the univariate analysis of this
study, no correlation was found between these factors and
the occurrence of END (P> 0.05). Hypertension: long-term
hypertension was a risk factor for AIS disease. AIS with
higher or lower blood pressure will promote the deterio-
ration of neurological function [14]. NIHSS score: Prochazka
et al. pointed out that the baseline NIHSS score was not only
an assessment index of neurological impairment but also
one of the risk factors for END after thrombolytic therapy
[15].

CS-MRI on the head is an effective measure to evaluate
cerebrovascular diseases, and the diagnosis of cerebral in-
farction is more sensitive than CT. Studies have reported
that the incidence of basal ganglia infarction in stroke
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Figure 7: Comparison of the number of infraction sites between
the two groups. Note. ∗P< 0.05, the difference was substantial
relative to nondeteriorating patients.

Table 1: Logistic regression analysis results of multivariate risk
factors.

NIHSS score Homocysteine
OR 0.786 1.130
CI 0.927∼1.102 1.021∼1.062
P 0.61 0.035

Figure 6: Internal watershed cerebral infarction.
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patients was lower in deteriorating patients than in non-
deteriorating patients, and the incidence of watershed in-
farction in deteriorating patients was higher than that in
nondeteriorating patients [16]. ,is study found that basal
ganglia infarction was more common in the non-
deteriorating group, and internal watershed infarction was
more common in the deteriorating group.

5. Conclusion

CS-MRI was applied to correct the relative error generated
by the measurement data and to remove the noise; then,
high-quality MRI images can be constructed. After uni-
variate analysis, hypertension, white blood cell count,
homocysteine, and NIHSS score were risk factors for END.
,e binary logistic regression model was adopted for
multivariate regression analysis, and it was found that the
NIHSS score was not correlated with the occurrence of END,
and there was a certain correlation between homocysteine
and the occurrence of END. Predicting the occurrence of
END through risk factors can actively treat AIS patients with
endovascular treatment, which was of great significance to
the clinical treatment of patients with AIS in the later stage.
,e limitation of this study is that when the relationship
between the infarct position of the middle cerebral artery
supply area and END is studied, excluding severe AIS pa-
tients who cannot be evaluated by MRI images after ad-
mission will have a certain impact on the results. Moreover,
the time taken to evaluate the imaging characteristics of
END patients with MRI images is too short and further
follow-up of the changes in the prognostic imaging char-
acteristics should be made. In conclusion, the adoption of
MRI imaging evaluation provides an approach for the
clinical treatment of early neurological deterioration in is-
chemic stroke after thrombolytic therapy, which has clinical
guiding significance.
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